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DEFENSE OF WESTERN EUROPE: FIVE PROPOSALS
The defense of NATO rests upon a conventional If is true that, as time wore on, the West might be

defense that is patently inadequate and a nucIear re- akde to bring to bear comparable or greater amounts
sponse that is insufficiently credible. The problem is of force. But the Warsaw Pact has many geographical
sornethhg like this. advantages — the war would be fought across the

In the first place, the threat to initiate tbe use of ocean from us but in the Soviet backyard. Whether
tactical nuclear weapons in Western Europe can be our NaVY could handle the Soviet submarine threat
expected to wear thinner and thinner over the com- to shipping is anybody’s guess and depends, among
ing decades. Increasingly, the Russians prepare for other things, on what technoIogicaJ developments
the possibithy that war in Europe might be conven- are occurring in whatever decade the war takes pIace.
tiona[ only, at least for a time. They need only There are many other unforbuwte factors. Obvious-
complement these doctrinal preparations with a pre- ly, a lot of things have to go weli if NATO is to hang
invasion announcement that this is their desire. The onto all of what is, when put in perspective, a penim
likelihood that West Germany would then agree to subw sahent of the Eurasian continent, so much of
the Western initiation of nucIear weapons on its soil which is dominated by the other side.
can never he very high., And since the West would No doubt a large number of thgs can nevertke-
only initiate such use cautiously, in demonstration at- less be done to improve tbe ability of NATO to fight
tacks rather than fulI-scaIe salvos, the Russians would conventiomdly. A multilingual coalition, without
always have the option, when and if the moment standardized weapons, with vulnerable depots, and
came, of just stopping. witk enormous logistic probIems will always be open

As conventional war is now understood, no in. to improvements in military efficiency.
crease in numbers of troops can prevent an enemy But Russian attack is already highly deterred and
from massing in a particular sector and breaking would occur only in very unusual situations. That
through. Since the’ front is not wide enough, and being the case, most of the improvements in conven-
NATO is not strong enough, to respond to such an tionaI wartighting capab~Iities that NATO might make
attack with a corresponding invasion of East Ger- are quite irrelevant to deterrence of an attack, and
many, any Soviet halt wordd leave the Warsaw Pact
holding Western territory but NATO holding nothing

even their effect on the outcomes of an attack can
only be problematical We have to ask ourselves

to trade in negotiations for a return to the status what really matters.
quo ante. Alerting Forces

Because the NATO conventional defense is some. Recmtly, it has become fashionable to focus on
what more than a tripwire, at least a few days would the problem of a Soviet attack from a standing start—
transpire before these nuclear threats, and a suhsc. an unreinforced attack, sometimes called a ‘<coup de
quent possibIe halt, would occur. Because the RIJs- main”. It is argued, with considerable force, that this
sians prepare their forces to wage offensive bfitz- wou~d leave NATO totally unprepared to fight, and
krieg warfare — no matter bow or where war arises that a Soviet force — backed by greater speed in ini.
— the amount of West German territory they might tial mobilization — could raise such havoc in West
hold before thk hak could be secured could be sub- Germany that tbe struggle wmdd be lost before it got
stantial indeed. —Continued on page 2

The graph on page 7 suggests that the probability of FAS has traditionally given too little attention to this
nuclear war is on the order of 17. a year. The divided problem. Precisely because the Council lacks depth of

countries of World War 11 have already produced wars expertise on this issue, the drafter of its editorials has, in

in Korea and Vietnam and divided Germany is now a this case, simply signed his statement. It represents a

military tinderbox. Only a fool can look with equanimity fresh look at the problem and its literature, with all the

at our chances of avoiding a third outbreak of European advantages and disadvantages thereof, buttressed by a

war in the next hundred years or so. The differential eco-
number of relevant interviews. The FAS Director, who

nomic capacities, and the tension in goals, between the
has prepared over fifty such editorials in the last six years

Soviet Union and the controlled Eastern European states
of his tenure, is a corrmponchgly experienced analyst and
the FAS Council believes the reader will find this editorial

provide ample opportunity for sparks. insightful and thought-provoking. ❑

THREE PERSPECTIVES ON U.S. SALT PROPOSALS — page 7
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Continued from page 1
started. This is a possibility. A revi@w of the h~F~-
fought 1973 Arab-Israeli war does confirm the enor-
mous dif%mnce that various degrees of readiness can
make. The leading Israeli military analyst, .Major
General Herzog, concludes thati ‘TM the kraeli
forces hut been mobilized in time, the Arab attack
woidd have been destroyed at the olltset.”

That war and other experience confirm that the
probfem is really much worse than that of coping
with unreinforced attacks. The Israefi case showed
that even desperate and savvy nations, with world-
renowncd intelligence capabilities, may not mobilize
when faced with the capacity for reinforced attacks.

Also, it stands to reason that a Soviet attack is
Iii+ to come only at such a time, and in such a way,
that the intention behind Sovi@t maneuvers and mobil-
ization has an ambiguous quality. The ambiguity will
fragment any NATO consensus for spending the
money, and alarming t-be NATO citizenry, that either
alerts m Mb mobilization require. In particular, the
most IikeIy reason for a crisis will be unrest in East-
ern Europe. Unfortunately, tins umwst provides spe-
cific arguments against alerts and mobilization. Not
wanting to give tbe Soviet Union a pretext for sup-
pression of wbatevcr regime is at issue, NATO is
likely, as it did in 196S with regard to Cmehoslo-
vakia, to remain entirely passive. At thattime,ii

forbid the digging of trenches that could be seen from
the other side and even canceled already scheduled
maneuvers!

This likely reluctance to be ready is a major fail-
ing with ovm-riding milita~ consequences for deter-
rence. In fact, not to have alerted and mobifimd when
faced with the capabilities for invasion teaches the
other side the wrong lesson — that FSTATOwill never
really be ready. Worse, in a crisis, a slowness to be-
come prepared encourages the other side to trans-
mute indecision into precipitate action under the
slogan “now or never”.

No doubt it is expensive to call such NATO-wide
alerts — not only in financial, but in pofiticzzl, capi-
tal. And no doubt some will consider it dangerous
also remembering, as they should, the race to mobifize
that precipitated World War L But NATO so dearly
kicks either the force, the wiH, or the desire to unify
Germany by force that there can be no question of
its attacking. In thk context, there is much grmter
danger; overali, in notbeing aferted than in being too
ready. In short, one major military recommendation,
real!y a sine qua non of any convmtio]ud defense, is
to prepare for, fake seriously, and even exorcise
some NATO-wide aierts.

Pushing Technology
There is a real possibility that teclmoIOgy is mov-

ing steadily in favor of *he defense. In World War
1, tanks eventually ied the infaniry through the
barbed wire. But, significantly, in tbe most recent
war, infantry have had to help tbe tanks along by
suppressing the anti-tank weapons of the opposing
infantry. The range and effectiveness of anti-armor
weapons of many Knnds are increasing, their cost is
dropping, and they arc becoming increasingly easy to

operate. For example, anti-trek guided missiles that
origin+ Iwd to km given on-going guitkancc instruc-
tions manually while in Klght now guide themselves, if
only the defender keeps a telescope fixed on the tar-
get. In due course, such weapons will have homing
qualities.

OtAer a~vames in munitions (not to speak of tbe
radkition tbwxat of nuclear weapon use) arc forcing
the infantry to move in armored pcrsOnne~ carriers
which arc being armed and turned into combat ve-
hicles from which their occupants cm fight without
dismounting. But these armored vehicles will face,
a fortiori, the sam kind of anti-armor weapons m
the tanks.

<ontinued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
No doDbt armor is improving too, and Mensive

tactics shift to respond to the threat. A mcasure-
cotmtermeasure game can be expected as efforts are
made to neutralize the defensive technology.

Nevertbcless n@w defense technology has sufficient
promise that it might add to the figh degree of de.
terrence we already have. It ought to be pushed
and thought about. At the least, it will add major
uncertainties, since neither side will be able to predict
the outcome in real war of the various technological
contests.

We ought not to assume implicitly however, that

the best use of new weapons is simply adding them
to existing forces. It may be thatthedefense shoukf
be built around groups of men too small to be easily
suppressed. It may even be that we@kend warriors in
NATO could be prepared to use such weapons in a
citiz@n defense. As Germany increasingly becomes
urbanized, tbc possibilities for ambush abound in
the concrete jungles fomed by every city and town.
lndced, these ready-made fortifications are already

sPraw~ing Over such large pints of tbe countryside as
to raise serious questions wbetber traditional large.
scale miiitary maneuvering is becoming impossible.

Coping With the Satellites
Another major asset for NATO exists in the loyal-

ty to its goals of its citizens. By contrast, tkere must
always be uncertainty in Soviet minds about tbe ~eli.
ability of Eastern European allies so Iong as that alli-
ance is comp@lled by force of arms. And since the
crisis at issue is almost cetiain to have arisen from
unrest in Eastern Europe, we should surely take this
unreliability as a possibtiity that is given. Therefore,
for reasons of simply humanity, if not of geopolitics,
we ought to give each Eastern European member of
the Warsaw Pact an opportunity to drop out of the
conflict. Contingency pbms should be formulated
that would make reasonable specific requests of the
states in question—requests that would differ in
different cases. In return, commitments should be
offered to withhold all or most fire from these tern.
tories. Pkmningshouldmakeit possibletomakcand
keep these commitments. (In the interests of deter-
rence, it might be wise as well to let the Warsaw
Pact know in advance that such walime efforts would
be made to split its ranks. There is IittIe doubt that
comparable efforts would be made by a Soviet leader-
ship {o sfdit the NATO ranks.)

Raising the Specter of Two Against One
Anotker element in deterring an invasion of NATO

lies in the existence and posture of Chha. America
has, thus far, attempted to achieve an even-handed

apprOacb tO these two giant Communist states. Obvi-
ously, this balance would be eliminated by any Soviet
incursions, or threat of incursions, into NATo.
Therefore, we might as weli make it m evident as
possible, in advance, that we would join with the
Chinese in whatever mifitary alliance they wanted
(or wmdd accept) werethc Soviet Union to threaten
us in this way.

The probabtiity of war in Europe is now quite low.
But by the same token, over decades, it is a formid-

able and scrkms danger to the secnri~ of the in&s-

tu%dized world. (As indicated in tfmgrapb on page 7
an extrapolation of tbe frequency with which wars of
various sizes occur woukf suggest a nnclear war of
major propotiionsahnt ewry hundred years). Some

~PPrIMCk must be found to eliminate the probkm.

Required: Pofifical Solut;oms
Rather than Arms CorrfrOj

At the moment, an arms umtrd solution is being
pm-sued in the talks for mutual and balanced force
reductions in Europe @lBFR). Here the U.S. is
curr@ntly offering to withdraw 1,,000 tactical nnclear
weapons (of our 7,000) if the Soviet Union will pull
atankarmy l]ackintO the SOviet Union. Strategically,
toa!arge extent, itisaproposak ofnotbingfornotb.
ins reduction of some nuclear weapons in surplus tor
the pull-back of m army that can always be moved
forward when crisis arises. In general, the taks arc
rather more iikely to freeze force kwds in Europe
than to reduce them, by tfwowing every possible issue
into a bargaining context in which qnid pro quos —
rather than economy and militiry necessity-be-
come the desiderata.

The solution probably lies rather more in pofitics
tkanin arms control. (lverthenexthalf century, tie
goal ought to be some kind ot neutralization of East-
ern Europe. ‘I%e Russian fear of the overthrow of
sociaiism in Eastern Europe will fade as it becomes
evident that these societi@s have no way to reestab-
lish capitalism; after all, to whom woukf the owner.
ship of major production facilities now be given?
Postwar generations of Poles, Czechs, Romanians,
Bulgarians, and East Germans wil[ have no problem
iivingtmder socialism if they can m“ticirsocialized
count~ies w~tbout intertcrence in their national affairs.

Solongm the Soviet Union is asssured that these
nations will not tlwow their lot in with NATO, and
so long as NATO is as weak offensively as it is and
will continne to be, Soviet occupation forces wi~l be
of diminishing necessity. Indeed, the presence of the
troops can be expected to produce perio<tc unneces-
sary political problems for the Russians as each East-
ern European ally tests, from time to time, fhe length
of its ideological leash. Combined with Soviet eco-
nomic prob! ems, and disputes with China, botb IikeIy
to continue for decades, tbellussians might at some
point be persuaded to save resources andcomofidaie
their Western front with an agreement that provided
—in pieces or all together, through agreements or in
practice — some kind of guaranteed buffer in Eastern
Europe.

h short, at first glance, the thhgs that seem to
matter most in defending NATO in this era are: 1)
the determination to alert and mobiiizq 2) Pursuing
the tactics and technology of conventional defense;
3) preparing to give satellite armies the motivation to
drop ou~ 4) cultivating dose relations with the Cbi.
nesqand 5)lo0klng toward political, rather tban only
arms control, negotiations to encourage Soviet with-
drawal from tbc territory of their Eastern European
allies.

—Jewmy J. Stone
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SOVIETS SHOWING CONCERN
OVER ANTI-TANK WEAPONS

“Compared to much of what passes for doctrinal
thought in the West, Soviet commentary is the para-
gon of sophistication — the dynamic and detailed
presentation of real issues of concern, frequently
backed up by reference to real exercise data, and with
a noticeable lack of political polemic.” — Philip A.
Karber, The Tactical Revolution in Soviet Military
Doctrine, BDM Corporation, March 2, 1977.

Having almost lost their country ;n two devastating’
ground wars, it is easy to understand why the taccics of
such conflicts are classic and fundamental problems for
the Soviet military — to be pondered and studied at every
/eveI. By contrast, the American strategic literature is
top-heavy with geopolitics, strategic nuclear doctrine, and
a fascination with new technology independent of its tac-
tical employment. We would all do well to watch the
Soviet tactical literature on xround warfare and learn
from it. What follows i.~ a survey of the conclusions of
the fascinating and recent review of Soviet debates cited
above. The gist of Karber’s report is simple: the Russians
have not given up on the tank or the emphm!s upon con-
ventional offense but do believe that novel anti-tank
weapons require new and ever more pre-emptive factics.
This is not good news.

The Soviet emphasis upon offense and maneuver has,
as is well known, led them to put great stress on tanks
and also on mobile infantry vehicles (BMPs ). Imme-
diately after the mid-East war, articles on anti-tank weap-
ons increased in the Soviet Union by an order of mag!li-
tude as the Russians tried to decide what these new
weapons would mean. Senior military officers, up to and
including the late Defense Minister Marshal Grechko,
warned that anti-tank weapons (whose development had
just begun ) might come to dominate tanks (whose tradi-
tional m’ethod of defense — increasing armor protection —
was not likely to be adequate).

Apparently, the Russians are especially concerned that

their BMPs will be particularly vulnerable to anti-tank
weapons — a BMP is not so well armored, of course, as a
tank — and that BMP vulnerability will prccludc conven-
tional otiense which depends upon the survivability and
mobility of motorized infantry.

lf the infantry should be forced to dismount from the
BMP, it would be vulnerable to the same new family of
improved munitions which, indeed, induced Western
armies to begin emphasizing the transport of infantry in
armored personnel carriers, if not in mobile combat ve-
hicIes. Also, if the infantry is on foot, it cannot keep up
with the tanks, hence cannot help in suppressing tbe enemy
from firing its antitank weapons. Alternately, the tanks
must slow down, thus become more vulnerable and los-
ing one of their great advantages, speed.

According to Karber, the Russians saw, in 1975, two
methods of keeping the offensive viable: nuclear weap-
ons to suppress the defense or an increased emphasis on
pre-emptive maneuver. They decided upon the latter and
began to emphasize “daring thrusts”. They observed that
fixed prepared defenses of former years were less likely
and that NATO motorized defense forces would provide
instead a fluid environment in which meeting engagements
(combat between two forces both of which are on the

NEITHER A CONVENTIONAL
NOR A NUCLEAR DEFENSE EXISTS
“One constant among the elements of 1914 — as

of any era — was the deposition of everyone on all
sides not to prepare for the harder alternative, not to
act upon what Omy suspected to be true.”

— Ba~bara Tuchmanj Guns of August, p. 39

The Conventional Truth
“. . . we have had to depend on a line of communi-

cation [Le., communciation, supply logistics, et~.1
north to ftremerbaven which follows only a few miles
bcfdnd the main defensive position of the allied
forces. Thus, a shallow Soviet penetration of the
front could quickly cut the logistic lifeline of tie
American Seventh Army — a penetration that could
tiake place north of tbe American sector without in-
volving a dkect attack on our troops.”
Gem Maxwell D. Taylor, P?c?carious Security, p. 9 I

The Nuclear Truth
qf ~onventiona] forces proved inadequate, there

would be some 7,000 tactical nncl@ar weapons in
L’nitcd States custody which could be released by
the President for battlefield us% but the reafism of
this intermediate option between conventional and
strategic nuclear warfare has always been highly un-
certain.”

— ibid, p. 90. ❑

move ) would be common. In such a context, maneuver
could be a key to success.

Ominously, a number of articles emphasize the impor-
tance of surprise in supporting maneuver. Karber feels
that tbe Soviet authorities — always sensitive to ratios of
force to space — arc more worried about the density of
anti-tank weapons than about their technological parame-
ters. In such m event, they might prefer to rely upon
unreinforced attacks (that caught the defense by surprise
before it could @ its anti-trek defenses ready) rathc]- than
to wait for Soviet reinforcements.

Infantry would move in their BMPs, armed heavily
with anti-tank weapons, as deeply as they could before
meeting strong opposition and then ~lg ill. The counter-
attacking NATO forces would then be impaled on the
Soviet anti-armor defenses. These daring thrusts would
be made possible by the Soviet consciousness of the ab-
sence, in NATO, of prepared linear defenses in depth of
anti-tank weapons.

Karber reports that tbe Soviets themselves see as un-
resolved: logistics support for the daring thrust, air sup-
port and defense. He believes that they assume the con-
ventional phase of the war would last only a fcw days.
In their view, either a losing defender will initiate the
usc — as indeed NATO threatens to do — or a bogged-
down attacker will use nuclear weapons to open up holes
in the defense, or both.

Karber urges a three-fold increase in anti-tank guided
missiles to a level of at least 10,000; greater combat readi-
ness; more attention to conventional war-fighting capa-
bility rather than reliance on tactical mfclcar deterrence;
the construction of tactical defensive positions near the
horder which could be quickly manned; and the re-exam-
ination of NATO tactical nuclear weapon doctrine. ❑
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TANK EFFECTIVENESS INCREASES
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Gun size, muzzle velocity and laser range finders increase
hh probabilities tenfold.

BUT CREWS MUST BE RETRAINED OFTEN TO
FIRE TANKS AND GUIDED MISSILES EFFECTIVE-
LY.

PERFORMANCEGAP
“HIGHPERFORMANCE”CREWS’VS “IOWPERFORMANCE”CREWS**

PROBABIIIN

Hl~(Ph)

RANGE

Thix DOD chart shows that there i.!a bigdiflerence in
the probability of hit between the high performance and
low performance crews. The probability limits are inde-

pendent of range for the kf60A2 tank armed with TOW
missile and the difference between the high performance
and low performance crews is also independent of mnge
for the DRAGON missile. For the M60A1 tank armed
with cannon, the difference between crews declines as the
probability of hit declines with range.

TANK WARFARE IN CENTRAL EUROPE
The U.S. is modernizing M48 tanks, producing M60

tanks, and moving toward the production of the new
XM-1 tank. Using passive night sights, laser range-finders,
and new computers, the effectiveness of even the old
tanks has been much improved. The XM-I is thought
to be 2509. improved over the M60 in combat effective-
ness, and has twice the horsepower of the emerging new
Soviet tank, the T-72.

Tbe number of shots necessary to destroy a tank with
a tank is declining rapidly. To hit a stationary tank at a
range of 1500 meters with 50% probability, the World
War II Sherman tank would have had to tire 13 rounds,
the Korean War medium tank 3 rounds, and the current
U.S. medium tanks onIy one round — this despite the
fact that the armor to be penetrated has doubled from
4.8 to 9.5 inches.

This accuracy is partly because laser range-finders have
reduced errors in range estimation to about 10 meters
and done so quite independently of the range, thus elim-
inating the largest cause of tank misses. Probabilities
of kill with tank cannon are still rising, as noted in the
adjoining graph.

The tanks are now firing anti-tank guided missiles as
well as ca”mm rounds, and these can do still better —
hitting tank-size targets 90$% of the time at 3,oOO meters
(two miles). Thermal imagery sights make it possible
for the tank commanders to “see” that distance at night.
Whh invisible infrared beams, they can also illuminate
targets to 1,5oO meters OYsimply use passive night vision
devices that magnify natural starlight.

In short, night vision devices are reaching the point
where anti-armor weapons will be able to maneuver a“d
en~age the enemy quite as WCII at night as during the day.

For destroying tanks without a tank, the United States
has a long-range (2-mile) anti-tank missile, called TOW
because it is launched from a Tube, tracked Optically,
and guided by Wire. With container, it weighs about 60
pounds and is mounted on a tripod. While the anti-tank
missile is in flight, the defender must keep his sights on
the tank through a 13-power telescope. If he does, the
missile is automatically guided through the wire to the
target. 1“ theory, be ccmld fire at 3 targets every 60
seconds. (The defender need not “fly” or guide the
missile to the tank manually as is required cm the Soviet
equivalent, the “Sagger”; but, on the other hand, the mis-
sile does not “home” in on the tank).

This kind of semi-automatic guidance requires that the
defender stand fast, often while exposed, while the missile
is in fight, (This can cake 15 seconds). The enemy is
naturally instructed to fire at him because, if he ducks, or
is hit, the missile will not be guided to the target, The
missile costs about $3,000 and the guidance unit about
$20,000. (An air-launched anti-tank missile Maverick,
guided by television in its nose, cost about $10,000 in
1974 and can be fired from 20 kilometers away),

The medium range (~A mile) anti-tank missile is called
Dragon. Like TOW, it is being equipped with thermal
(heat-using) night sight for periods of darkness or low
visibility. A short-range anti-tank missile exists called
LAW.

Armor penetrating power of anti-tank weapons has

<ontinued on page 6

..-
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Continued from page 5

been outrunning armor thickness since 1945 and has
reached 18 inches or double the maximum thickness of
armor in Warsaw Pact tanks. Crew-operated anti-tank
weapons of both sides can achieve 50% probability of
kill at over 3,000 meters, while individually manned
anti-tank weapons can do the same ?t 1,000 meters.

Anti-tank mines have also become much smaller and
more powerful and can be easily delivered by scattering
rather than by hand-emplacement. Thus mines that used
to take an infantry company eight hours to install can
be emplaced in minutes directly in front of, an advancing
armored column (see below).

A remaining problem in destroying advancing armor
is that the range of anti-tank weapons is outrunning the
line of sight in the German terrain. There are so many
hills, streams, small forests, and villages that it is not
easy to find long-range fields of fire for tanks or anti-tank
guided missifes. On the North German plain, a tank
moving as little as 75 meters has a 50-50 chance of dis-

appearing from view. This means that even if the tank is
moving at low or medium speeds of four to eight miles
per hour, soldiers firing anti-tank missiIes must detect and
acquire the target in 10, or at most 20, seconds if the
tank is not to escape by disappearance. (See adjoining
graph).

Urbanization is becoming important. Accordingto the
Army’s FM-1 00-5:

“The urbanization of Germany has a major impact
on military operations. German buildings are sturdy
brick, stone, and concrete. Buildings provide cover
and concealment for troops. Villages provide nat-
ural strong points. Built-up areas restrict visibility
and fields of fire. Buildlngs provide natural shelter
and concealment for headquarters and support activi-
ties. They also make target acquisition more difficult.
“Combat in Germany will automatically involve Ie-
peated, almost continuous battle for cities? towns,
villages, and adjacent built-up areas. Depending upon
the province, parts of Germany vary from being 7%
to 15% built-up are as.”

The manual warns in italics:
“ the decision to attack or defend a city may be
tantamount to a decis~on to destroy it.”

And,it concludes:
“Ma]orurban complexes such as Frankfurt/Mainz/
Hanau or the Stuttgart area are so large that they
cannot recaptured or defended in their entirety, and
they. cannot be avoided by bypassing. The com-
manderhas nochoice but to conduct the whole range
of military operations within them—attack, defense
and retrograde. These areas have the characteristics
of a concrete jungle, and as in any jungle, visibility
is reduced and cover and concealment abound.” ❑
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SOVETSDCI NOT PLAN
TO FK2HT DEFENSIVELY

As did everyone in World War I — French, Ger-
nam, and flussians — the Russians believe in the
>tfensive. The introduction to a widely read Soviet
military work, “TM’ Offensive” begins

‘The century-old military history, including the
history of the Soviet Armed Forces, is con~incimg
evidence that in an armed conflict of any scale—
be it an engagement of battalion, regiment, divi-
sion or along an entire front — only the offensiw
leads to the attainment of victory over the
enemy.”

rhe book explains that tbe offensive has “incontest-
~bIe advantages over tbe defensefl gives examples
irom the Fhst Worid War, and notes that tbe “swift
development” of the breakthrough was learned in that
war and developed in the Second World War. P
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U.s. SALT PROPOSALS:
THREE DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

How one views the Carter SALT proposals depends
upon what one does for a living. There are at least
three different perspectives: that of the arms controller;
that of the political leader; and that of the military strat-
egist.

The arms controller typically asks whether the agree-
ment is “fair” according to common sense; whether it
provides a “stable” balance; and whether it advances the
cause of disarmament.

The political leader must moderate political pressures
and thus tends to ask bow much political capital it will
cost him to create and maintain a political consensus in
favor of the agreement, How hard will it be for him to
get from “here to there”?

The gimlet-eyed military strategist may be less con-
cerned with fairness and politics, and more with military
advantage. In particular, he can be expected to be men-
tally comparing the proposal with what will occur in the
absence of an agreement along these lines,

The Proposal

From the point of view of the arms controller, muchin
the Carter proposal seemed roughly equitable. The pro-
posal gave each side the same overall total number of
strategic bombers and ballistic missiles—1,800 to 2,000
on each side. It would give each side the same number
of MIRVS— 1,100 to 1,200. It would limit each side
to 550 h41RVed land-based missiles, R would preclude
mobile missiles on each side. It would perlnit each side
the same small number of flight tests of missiles cacb
year; the number was 12, to be divided equally between
tests of land-based and tests of sea-based missiles.

Counting the bombs on bombers and the ballistic missile
warheads, the United States would have an advantage in
“force-loadings” because we have so many bombers.
Looking at ballistic missile warheads only, the Soviet
Union and the United States would have about the same
number. (The possibility of counting bombers with cruise
missilcsas MIRVed was apart of the U.S. proposal. When
National Security Adviser Brzezinski gave abricting On it

but this option was deleted in texts of his briefings pub-
lished later. )

The Soviet Union would bc permitted 1501arge missiles
where the United States has no real counterpart. But it
bas 300 such missiles now and would have to eliminate
150. OveraII itsthrow-weight would begrcatcrif missiIes
alone are counted, but not if bombers are included.

Of major ~mportance, the stability of the balance would
be enhanced on both sides by tbe restriction on fl]ght tests
of missiles. It is believed that neither would achieve
much confidence in the accuracy of its missiles with only
12 flight tests per year, This might be five or ten times
fewer than occur current[y. Thus the vulnerability of
land-based ballistic missile to land-based ballistic missile
would be inhlbitcd. The overalI rest~iction proposed on
modernization of missiles would tend to enhance this
effect. (Presumably it would incIude the Mark 12A dis-
cussed in the April Report if negotiations got moving in
time).

Above all, the plan involves a 25% reduction of the
Vladivostok limits in numbe~s of missiles al,d z 10 or
20% reduction in MIRVed vehicles permitted. Thus it

I ,,, <,,: .
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PROBABI!JTY OF NUCLEAR WAR =
1% PER YEAR

in his “Statistics of Deadly Quarrek”, Lewis F. Rich-
ardson plotied the rate at which frequency of wars de-
creased in proportion to tizeir size, using as a base the
period 1820-1946. Responding to a footnoied invitation,
Jack C. Greene extrapolated the graph to (presumably
nuclear) was of size 300,000,000 dead and calculated the
resultant frequency to he on the order of 17. per year
(“The Case for Civil Defense as Developed Through Sys-
tems A naly$is” OCD/DOD). Reproduced above, the log-
log graph P1OCSnumbers of quarrels per size of quarrel
against size of quarrel.

advances dkarmament. On the other hand, it permits
unlimited members of cruise missiles on bombers and
could easily produce as many nuclear warheads on bom-
be~-carried cruise missiles — 3,000 — as ballistic missiles
are permitted in the entire Carter proposal!

The Politicaf Leader
The reasonableness ot the Carter proposal from an

arms control perspective is not matched by its reasonable-
ness from the point of view of, say, Brezhnev. From his
perspective, it looks like “something for nothing”, The
Soviet Union would give up four bundrcd to six hundred
vehicles below Vladivostok limits — which it is currently
somewhat above — while the United States would lose
zero to 200 vehicles. The Soviet Union would have to
reduce its large missile program by half, from 300 de-
ployed to 150 — no comparable U.S. reduction would
be necessary. The United States would be able to stand
pat also with its existing MIRVS, both on land (550) and
cm sea (496); the total is 1046, or less than 1100.
The Soviet Union has just begun to MIRV and while,
for that reason, it would not have to throw away
MIRVS either, it would have to interrupt an ongoing
MIRV program. Also, it may not have planned to divide
its M IRVcd force so evenly between land- and sea-based
forces as our proposal requires and as we have already
done.
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The agreement to forego mobile missiles on each side
also seems less balanced from the political than from the
arms control perspective, since the Soviet program is fur-
ther underway than our program for the MX missi[e and
because it is unclear whether America really has a con-
sensus for building MX.

The flight-test ban also leaves the Soviet Union caught
at a leveI where its missiles are less tested, one would
suppose, since we are further into the MIRV era by five
years, In particular, the Soviet submarine MIRV program
has only just begun.

Above all, the Soviet leaders have twice agreed to U.S.
proposals, presumably using up considerable capital in
the process, only to find that the situation has changed.
The Vladivostok agreement, though still secret, clearly
used the word “missile” where the United States now
wishes to use the phrase “ballistic missile” so that it can
pIace its cruise missile technology on bombers. And
after the Russians thought they had an agreement with
Henry Kksinger on how to handle this disagreement (and
the one we raised about the medium bomber Backfire),
the Ford Administration refused to acept the agreement
and the Carter Administration decided to start the bar-
gaining over from that paint.

The M&tary Strategist

The most gimlet-eyed negotiators are typically com-
paring potential agreements with the prospects in the
event that no agreement is reached. Before the Carter
proposal — and its inevitable subsequent warnings of what
would happen if negotiations were not pursued seriously
by the other side — the absence of agreement seemed to
mean a continued quiet Soviet modernization and devel-
opment with a minimum of ICBM modernization here.
(MX might or might not have been built to supplement
our land-based Minuteman 111.) But after the Carter
proposal gave birth to warnings that the Soviet Union
had better negotiate seriously, Soviet generals had to
foresee a considerably more vigorous possible response
in the event that agreement was not reached. Thus the
proposal has itself changed the structure of the bargaining.
It improves the prospects for an agreement of the kind
the U.S. wants, while enhancing the prospect that, if ne-
gotiations fail, U.S. weapon expenditures will increase.
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PRIMARY pROFESStONAL DISCIPLINE:

THE SOWET DECISION
The Pravda editorial of April 13 took the view that it

was unreasonable to consider the Carter 25% reductions
without taking into consideration the fact that we — but
not they — had forward-based systems which could reach
the Soviet Union. It argued that if both sides continued
in that fashion, there would be complete disarmament of
strategic wwapons and they, but not we, would be vulner-
able to nuclear attack from forward-based systems. Thm
they began to withdraw what had been the major Soviet
concession, overlooking such systems in SALT.

Pravda expressed concern that the new Administration
was not willing to begin where the old Administration had
left off and said:

“The two sides did not only agree in principle on in-
cluding strict limitations on cruise missiles in the
zgreement being prepared but jointly worked through
concrctc variants of such limitations during talks in
1975 -1976.”

According to Pravda, it had been agreed that bombers
with cruise missiles over 600 kilometers in range woul”d
be considered MIRVed vehicles. (.Agre.ment had not been
reached on cruise missiles).

Thus it rejected both the new comprehensive proposal
and the proposal to return to discussing Vladivostok with-
out con.side.ration of cruise missiles and Backfire. ~~

CIRCULATION OF ANONYMOUS MEMOS
When Paul C. Warnke was attacked by means of an

anonymous memorandum, FAS complained to the Ethics
Committee. A staff member of the Senate Republican
Policy Committee had circulated the memo on White
House stationery.

The Ethics Committee decided:
“No rule of the Senate has been violated i“ these cir-
cumstances, nor in the judgment of the Committee
would it be wise to prohibit the circulation of all
memoranda unless authorship was identified. The
circulation of anonymous statements or statements
bearing pseudonyms is a practice that is not without
healthy historical precedents. It is not a practice th~t
this Committee can approve or disapprove.”

The Committee noted that it would raise a different ques-
tion if staff members were circulating facts which were
“defamatory, scurrilous or libelous of a person or
group”. D
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